Facilities Management 2018 Summer Internship

June 11 through August 17, 2018
Sponsored by The Nashville Chapter of IFMA
Nashville, Tennessee

IFMA Nashville will be offering a 10 weeks duration internship during the summer of 2018. The intern will have the opportunity to work with two high profile employers in middle Tennessee, Vanderbilt University and SFM; compensation $13.00/hr. Earn your internship credits while enjoying the sites and sounds of Nashville, the “Music City.”

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

The FM Internship at Vanderbilt University-Plant Operations will provide the intern a hands-on facility management experience in a higher education setting. This summer the intern will have the great opportunity to be in the role of Assistant Facilities & Services Manager for one the Plant Operations Maintenance Zones, covering over one million square feet of facilities. The intern will have the opportunity to assist with overseeing the zone team summer maintenance program operations, and the zone preparations and logistics for the fall opening of a new residential college.

The FM internship at SFM will provide the intern with an opportunity to participate in facility management at a variety of non-profit settings. There are two possible projects aligned for intern participation. Project 1 is a geographic mapping & documenting critical facility information (like water cutoffs). It requires that the intern visit & somewhat audit a site, going through a checklist & tracking down all leads to make sure they are comprehensively capturing critical components & building infographics to aid in emergency situations. Project 2 is asset reserve planning, which involves inventory of all replaceable building components.

Apply Now
See IFMA Nashville Chapter Internship Application Form at
www.ifmanashville.org